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General features 
 
 

Features GFI WebMonitor 10 Websense® Web 
Security 

Platforms Standalone proxy Software / Appliance 

Supports IPV6   

Inbuilt proxy caching   

Operating system requirement Win 2003, 2008, 2012, 
Win 7, 8.1 Proprietary OS 

Supports Windows user natively   
Native Active Directory integration (users 
and groups)   

HTTP/FTP protocol filtering   

HTTPS Filtering  Upgrade 

Firewall capabilities   
Transparent proxy   

IPS   
 
 

Web filtering functionality 
 
 

Features GFI WebMonitor 10 Websense® Web 
Security 

Filter URL based on website category   

# of IPs analyzed 27B+ 900M 

# of languages supported by categorization 
engine 45+ 50+ 

# of available web categories 83+ 100 

Custom URL categorization   

User/group/IP web filtering policies   

Real-time lookup for URLs not found in DB   

User/group/IP time-based quota policies   

User/group/IP bandwidth-based quota 
policies   

Enforce SafeSearch on search engines   

Bandwidth throttling (allocate max %)   

Application control – manage internet 
availability for endpoint applications   
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# of supported applications 1400 ‘Hundreds’ 

# of application categories available 14 No information 

Support for mobile applications   

Filter HTTP(s) traffic based on the 
application it belongs to  Upgrade 

Filter URLs based on URL reputation index   

Filter downloads based on real file type 
being downloaded   

Web filtering exceptions based on 
user/group/IP   

Hard block – user cannot access URL   

Soft block – user is warned, but can access 
URL   

Limit access based on consumed 
bandwidth for a particular domain   

Limit access based on time spent on a 
particular domain   

Threshold - apply restrictions only when 
user visits the domain xx times   

Search term monitoring   

 
 

Web Security functionality 
 

 

Features GFI WebMonitor 10 Websense® Web 
Security 

Protection from malware, spyware, 
greyware   

AV scanning of downloaded files   

# of AV scanning engines used 3 none 

User/group/IP-based virus scanning 
policies   

Malicious URL blocking   

# of distinct malicious URL databases 2 1  

Block vulnerable URLs   

Block phishing URLs   

Heuristic scanning and macros   

AV scanning with download window   
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AV scanning without download window 
(transparent)   

 

 
 
 
 

Usability and management 
 

 

Features GFI WebMonitor 10 Websense® Web 
Security 

Centralized management and reporting   

Main dashboard showing key metrics   

Main dashboard shows real-time data   

Ability to stop downloads manually  No information 

Drill-down bandwidth dashboard   

Drill-down security dashboard   

Drill-down activity dashboard   

Protect roaming endpoints via agent   

Anonymization of personal data   

Unified policy system allowing enforcement 
of corporate policies from a single point of 
management 

  

Policy prioritization   

Black list / White list   

Drag and drop policy management   

Dynamic contextual help   

In product tutorials   

Policy summary page   

Policy Test tool   

Out of the box policies for common use 
cases regarding security   

Out of the box policies for common use 
cases regarding productivity   

Out of the box policies for common use 
cases regarding bandwidth   

Post install wizard guiding through initial 
configuration   
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Notifications to admins   

Notifications to policy breacher   

Notify via email   

Notify via product console   

Notification center in the main console   

Statistical reports   

Bandwidth specific reports   

Activity reports   

Security reports   

Application specific reports  No information 

Performance and scalability - # of 
requests/hour 1M No information 

Performance and scalability – Traffic /hour 30 GB No information 

Brandable   
 

 

The disadvantages of using WebSense Web Security 
 
In order to get full web protection that includes social media controls, SSL (HTTPS) 
inspection, inline ACe real-time security, data theft prevention, and dashboard for forensic 
reporting and data theft capture, customers must purchase the upgrade to Websense Web 
Security Gateway (in addition to Websense Web Security). This is an additional hefty cost 
to pay. 
 
Moreover, the console for the cloud-only service is different from Websense’s Triton 
console, which is used to manage the hybrid and on-premises solutions. Customers that 
begin with a cloud-only service and add appliances later on (for example, to improve 
responsiveness in bottlenecks) would need to switch to the Triton console. 
 
Additionally, Websense continues to experience challenges with its service and support 
organization, based on feedback Gartner has gathered from several Websense 
customers.   
 
Source: Gartner (2014): Magic Quadrant for Secure Web Gateways 
 

GFI WebMonitor 10 Strengths 
 

Application control 
Application control enables IT admins to configure applications that are authorized or 
unauthorized to access the web. Certain use cases are only configurable using this 
technology, allowing the IT admin to do so in a very granular manner. For example, an IT 
admin can block Google Drive without blocking the Google website (and searches) and 
without blocking port 80 in the firewall (used by Google Drive as well as web browsers). 
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Better performance and scalability 
Performance has increased by over 300% due to the re-engineered product core and the 
product is highly scalable. X64 bit compiling enables the application to make use of more 
system memory if needed. Proxy optimization delivers better scalability and better memory 
management for faster request processing. 
 

New user interface and unified policy systems 
The new user interface considerably improves the user experience. In the latest release, a 
post install wizard has been introduced. This guides the IT admin through the initial 
product configuration, dynamic and context-driven help, in-product tutorials and drag and 
drop configuration. 
 

New real time dashboard and new reports 
GFI WebMonitor 10 comes with a new main dashboard showing key metrics in real time 
and linking to the main areas of the product. There are new application-related reports and 
the user interface has been improved across the board. 
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Price 
In almost all price ranges, Websense Web Security is far more expensive than GFI 
WebMonitor. Moreover, in order to get full web protection that includes social media 
controls, SSL (HTTPS) inspection, inline ACe real-time security, data theft prevention, and 
dashboard for forensic reporting and data theft capture, customers must purchase the 
upgrade to Websense Web Security Gateway. 
 

Multiple security and antivirus engines 
Using GFI WebMonitor, you have much more web security than that provided by 
Websense WebSecurity since GFI WebMonitor uses multiple security engines: 
 
• WebGrade Web Reputation engine 

• BitDefender AV engine 

• VIPRE® engine 

• Kaspersky AV engine 

• Blocking using nine WebGrade security related categories 

• ThreatTrack™ – proactive blocking of known bad websites 

• Anti-phishing engine – blocking of phishing websites. 
 

Action-based alerts 
Apart from providing actual real-time views on what is happening, GFI WebMonitor‘s real-
time notifications will alert you to suspicious, excessive or other anomalous behavior so 
that you can take action immediately without allowing the issue to become a problem. 
 
Real-time monitoring – Don’t wait until it’s too late 
One of GFI WebMonitor’s strong points is access to information in real time. Besides the 
ability to monitor and terminate unwanted connections in real time, GFI WebMonitor now 
also tracks activity and actions and is able to send alerts in real time.  
 
Is a user introducing a risk by browsing hacking websites? Receive an email immediately 
so that you can call them on the spot. 
Is bandwidth being consumed by useless applications? Receive a notification so that you 
can stop it now. 
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Although Websense Web Security allows some real-time logs, no action such as 
terminating a large download is possible, and alerts cannot be defined on activities. 
 
 
 
 

Time/Bandwidth-based browsing quotas 
With GFI WebMonitor, an administrator can define policies based on browsing time or 
download limits. For example, the administrator can allow User X to browse news/sports 
sites for only 20 minutes per day, or download 100MB of YouTube or other videos per day. 
Such policies can be defined for specific websites or entire categories of websites. 
 
Dashboards and reporting; easy for non-IT stakeholders 
With GFI WebMonitor’s ‘Interactive Dashboards’, it is very easy to pinpoint any issues you 
have without having to sift through a massive amount of data in reports. This makes it 
easy to provide access to your stakeholders, including those who do not have any 
technical experience. 
 
For good advanced reports, Websense clients need to buy the Proxy SG Reporter addon. 
GFI WebMonitor’s dashboards provide essential information in as easy a manner as 
possible. They can be used by people of all technical abilities, not just members of the IT 
department. GFI WebMonitor is also needs-based as opposed to giving “data dumps”. 

 
Websense WebSecurity’s user interface is the other hand is too text rich, cluttered and 
unintuitive. It does not give administrators a clear picture of what is happening on their 
network, what their users are doing and what their next steps should be.     
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Ease of use 
GFI WebMonitor is easier to download, install, setup, configure and use. You can 
download, install and start using GFI WebMonitor in under an hour. Websense + WebFilter 
is difficult and time consuming to setup.  
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www.gfi.com 

 

For a full list of GFI offices/contact details worldwide,  
please visit http://www.gfi.com/contactus      

 

Disclaimer 
 
© 2016. GFI Software. All rights reserved. All product and company names herein may be trademarks of their respective owners. 
 
The information and content in this document is provided for informational purposes only and is provided “as is” with no warranty of any 
kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and 
non-infringement. GFI Software is not liable for any damages, including any consequential damages, of any kind that may result from 
the use of this document. The information is obtained from publicly available sources. Though reasonable effort has been made to 
ensure the accuracy of the data provided, GFI makes no claim, promise or guarantee about the completeness, accuracy, recency or 
adequacy of information and is not responsible for misprints, out-of-date information, or errors. GFI makes no warranty, express or 
implied, and assumes no legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of any information contained in this document. 
 
If you believe there are any factual errors in this document, please contact us and we will review your concerns as soon as practical. 

http://www.gfi.com/contactus
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